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Abstract 

We propose a spinon basis for the integrable highest weight modules of 572 at levels k 2 1, and discuss the underlying 
Yangian symmetry. Evaluating the characters in this spinon basis provides new quasi-particle type expressions for the 
characters of these integrable modules, and explicitly exhibits the structure of an RSOS times a Yangian part, known e.g. 
from S-matrix results. We briefly discuss generalizations to other groups and more general conformal field theories. 

1. Introduction 

Conventionally, the Hilbert space of (rational) two dimensional conformal field theories (RCIT) is described 

in terms of a chiral algebra that acts on a finite set of fields that are primary with respect to this chiral algebra. 

This procedure leads to so-called Verma-module bases of RCFT’s, and gives rise to ‘bosonic type’ formulas for 
the characters (i.e. torus partition functions) of such conformal field theories, reflecting this particular choice 

for the basis of the Hilbert space. On the other hand, in a conformal field theory (CFT) there are many bases 
of Hilbert space, none of which is a priori distinguished. Which of those different bases is most useful depends 

on the question that is being asked (see e.g. [ 1,2] ). This is quite different in a massive field theory, where 

a basis of massive particles is naturally distinguished. In general, considering massive perturbations of CFT’s, 
and their corresponding particle bases, one may generate, at least conceptually, “quasi-particle” bases of CFT’s, 

by letting the mass tend to zero. This provides a way to define the notion of a massless “quasi-particle,” which 
has recently proven to be very useful in cases where the massive perturbation, used to define such a basis, is 
Yang-Baxter integrable [ 3,2]. The so-generated bases inherit a particle (“Fock-space”) like structure, which is 

not manifest in the Verma-module type basis of the same CFT. Each basis of the Hilbert space of a given CFT 
gives rise to a particular way of writing the partition function on a torus. The equality of the different ways 
to write the torus partition function, in different bases, gives rise to remarkable identities. Moreover, bases of 
massless quasiparticles appear to be deeply related to Yangian and affine quantum symmetries, that are often 
present even when conformal and scale invariance is broken. Therefore, we expect that a better understanding 
of such bases of CFT’s will also provide valuable insights into perturbed CFT’s. 
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Analysis of the thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz, arising from (Yang-Baxter) integrable perturbations of CRT’s, 
for a variety of models, has recently led to a wealth of conjectures for so-called quasi-particle (or fermionic) 
type characters for conformal field theories (see, in particular [4,5] ), some of which have been proven 
through q-analysis (see e.g. [6-81). Most of these results still lack an interpretation (and/or proof) in terms 
of a corresponding structure of the Hilbert space of a conformal field theory, i.e. a characterization and/or 
construction of the corresponding “quasi-particle” basis of the Hilbert space (see however [ g-151). 

A particular interesting model illustrating the issues above is the so-called Haldane-Shastry long-range spin 
chain [ 161, which is integrable and has Yangian symmetry (even for finite chains). Its low energy sector 
is identical to a well-known conformal field theory, namely the SU(2) level-l Wess-Zumino-Witten model 
[ 17,183. While the description of the Hilbert space of the SU(2) level-l WZW model in terms of its chiral 

algebra, i.e. sx, is complicated due to the existence null vectors, it was found that the Hilbert space has a 
very simple structure [ 12,131, originating from the underlying Yangian symmetry: it may be viewed as a 
“Fock space” of massless ‘spinon particles,’ which satisfy generalized commutation relations [ 131 (and no 
other relations). No similar description has been known for higher levels. However, Bethe ansatz S-matrix 
calculations [ 191 suggest that the higher level models might be described by massless ‘spinons’ (similar to 
those at level- 1) and ‘kinks’ (reflecting an RSOS structure). In this paper we propose such a basis of the Hilbert 
space of the higher level SU( 2) WZW conformal field theory in terms of the modes of the spin-l/2 affine 
primary chiral vertex operator, along the lines of Ref. [ 131. The RSOS structure (‘kinks’) is provided by the 
sequence of fusions of the chiral vertex operator (which is absent at level-l ) , and represents the “non-abelian 
statistics” of the chiral vertex operators at level greater than one. We also argue that there is an underlying 
Yangian symmetry. Some justification for our proposal of the higher level spinon basis comes from the resulting 
quasi-particle type expressions for the characters, which we have been numerically verified to high order. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will propose, along the lines of [ 131, a basis for the 
spinon Fock space at level k, and we will argue that this space decomposes into a direct sum of integrable 
highest weight modules (corresponding to SU(2) level-k affine primaries) - each integrable module occurring 
exactly once. In Section 3 we will argue that on the spinon Fock space (and hence on the integrable modules) 
we can define the action of the Yangian Y (s[,) under which the spinon Fock space is fully reducible. In Section 
4ze will derive new (quasi-particle type) character formulas for the integrable highest weight modules of 

(5I2)k and, finally, in Section 5 we will make some remarks on the results and discuss generalizations to other 
groups and more general conformal field theories. 

2. Spinon basis for (sx)k integrable highest weight modules 

The affine Lie algebra 5% at level-k is defined by means of the commutators 

[ J:, Jf: 1 = f nbc J;+,, + km&+ndab , (2.1) 

where m, n E Z and the adjoint index takes values a = (++),3, (--). The metric is determined by 
d(++)(--) = 1, d33 = 2 and the structure constants follow from f(++)(--)s = 1. 

The integrable highest weight modules of (&)k will be denoted by Lj. Here, the spin j can take values 
j = 0,&l,. ..,z. k For the chiral vertex operators (CVO’s) Lj, --+ +jz transforming in the irreducible 512 

representation of spin js, we will use the notation of [20], i.e. @ 
( > 

j2J)I (z ). They are nonvanishing iff jz 

occurs in the fusion rule jt x js, i.e. jz E { 1 jl - j31, . . . , 
to js = 1, and transform according to 

min(jt + j3, k - (jl + j3))). The spinons correspond 

(2.2) 
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where ( t(++)) -+ = (t(--))+_ = 1, (ts)** = fl. 
The basic relations for the CVO’s are the so-called braiding relations (see e.g. [ 201) 

(2.3) 

and fusion relations 

$,“l,)(zl)@(;;2)(~2) =~FPP~;; :;;lQg ~Q(~~x)(z2)(Ql~(p~~2)(z, - z2#2), 

P’ P’ 

(2.4) 

where Q E Lpt denotes primary and descendant states in the module Lpt. The braiding and fusion matrices, 

~~~~~~~ ?] and Fpp/[T: 21, satisfy the pentagon and hexagon identities [ 201. 

The CVO’s @ 
(‘1 

jfj, (z, ) have conformal dimension A (js) where 

A(j) ~ j(j + 1) 
k+2 ’ (2.5) 

and their mode expansion is given by 

@( j,j:)l)(z) = p( jzj:.l)_,(a(j2)_A(j,)) zn+(A(j2)-A(j1)-A(j3)). (2.6) 
ItEa: 

In general, due to the non-locality of the CVO’s, the modes will not satisfy simple relations. If, however, for a 
given p, the braiding and fusion matrices Bpp, and Fpp I are nonvanishing for one choice of p’ only, the Eqs. 
(2.3) and (2.4) can be combined into so-called generalized commutation relations. For example, 

(2.7) 

where C:“’ is defined by 

(l-X)u=cc;%~, (2.8) 
120 

and A = A(i). Algebras of the type (2.7) are known as ‘generalized vertex algebras’ [ 211. Other examples 
include the so-called parafermion algebras [ 221 or Z-algebras [ 91. Unfortunately, when the braiding and/or 
fusion matrix is not one-dimensional (i.e. the case of ‘non-abelian statistics’), we do not know how to translate 
the content of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) into generalized commutation relations between the modes. 

Let 9 denote the spinon Fock space, i.e. the collection of states of the form 

4q.i ) (2.9) 
JN JN-I -~~--n~ 

. . . 4”’ ( . i. ) 
12 JI -AZ-IQ ‘“’ (j/O )_A, _,,, lo) ’ 

with ni + Ai 2 0, and where the spins { jt , . . . , jN} run over the set of spins allowed by the fusion rules. Also 
we have put Ak = A(jk) - A(jk-1). 

Clearly, because of the relations (2.3) and (2.4), the basis (2.9) is overcomplete. In sub-channels 0 -+ 
f --f 0 we can ‘straighten’ the basis by means of the generalized commutation relation (2.7). Furthermore, 
by empirically matching the low lying energy states for low levels k against the known irreducible characters 
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for arbitrary fusion channels (..., j3, j2, Jo, O), we found evidence that a set of (independent) basis vectors is 
provided by the states 

4-(. t ) 
JY+N JM+N-I -A~+~_,,~+~ ’ * ’ 

fp-(. i ) 
Jhf+l h -AM+~-nM+, 

(2.10) 

where the modes ni - 12i,min + fii satisfy ii~ 2 5~_t 2 . . . 2 ii1 > 0, fi,+f+N 2 fiMfN_l 2 . . . 1 iiM+l 2 0, and 
where nl,ti,,, . . . , W+~,ti is a ‘mhhd dlowed mode sequence’ corresponding to the given fusion channel 
(Bratteli diagram) constructed as follows 

ni+ 1 ,min = 
-t 

&,I& + 1 if j,+t = jj_l < ji 

%nin otherwise . 
(2.11) 

The rule (2.11) is consistent with (2.7), but at this point we do not know how to derive (2.11) from (2.3) 
and (2.4). Clearly, this deserves further investigation. 

The spinon Fock space F is, in fact, an (s&)k module but, a priori, this module does not have to be 
integrable (or even a direct sum of integrable modules). However, in this particular case, we claim that we do 

have 7 % & Lj. To prove that ?= is indeed a direct sum of integrable modules one would have to show that 

the operator Skk+l) = Ci,+.,.ik,,=N .I!,++) . . . Jjk” annihilates all states in F for all N E Z [ 111. The highest 
weight vectors 1 j) of Lj are then given by 

(2.12) 

Clearly, these are sI2 highest weight vectors. That they are in fact sx highest weight vectors follows from 

(.lI_:+')Nlj) =O, (2.13) 

for all N 2 k + 1 - 2j. Assuming the correctness of the basis (2.10), (2.11), Eq. (2.13) is a simple 
consequence of the fact that the basis in F does not contain any states at that particular +-spinon number and 
energy eigenvalue LQ. 

To summarize this section, we conjecture that the spinon Fock space 3 has a basis given by (2.10) and 

(2.11), and is precisely the sum of all integrable highest weight modules Lj of (s%)k. For level k = 1 this 
conjecture has been proven in [ 131. In Section 4 we will, assuming the validity of the conjecture, compute a 
quasi-particle type expression for the character of Lj. The correctness of these characters, verified numerically 
for low level, isospin and energy, strongly supports the validity of the conjecture. 

3. Yangian and Hecke symmetry 

We recall that the level-l sx integrable modules carry a (fully reducible) representation of the Yangian 
Y(sIz) [ 17,12,13]. The Yangian generators were suggested by taking the low energy limit of an XXX spin 
chain model with long-range interactions, the so-called Haldane-Shastry model [ 161. This spin chain has exact 
Yangian symmetry and goes to the level-l 5% conformal field theory in the low energy limit, as for the usual 
nearest neighbour Heisenberg XXX chain. Explicitly, we have [ 171 
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Q+J;, Q~=$~~CJ!J;. 
m>O 

(3.1) 

To prove that (3.1) satisfy the relations of Y(slz) [ 231 is a straightforward, albeit tedious, excercise. In practice, 
one finds that the Yangian relations are satisfied modulo fields which are null if and only if k = 1. On the other 
hand, there are results (in particular those of [ 191) suggesting that the Yangian symmetry does generalize to 
higher level. 

It proves to be convenient to work out the action of (3.1) on the spinon basis. Moreover, to describe the 
action on the spinon basis it is convenient to work with generating series for the N-spinon basis elements, i.e. 

E F((Wl,...,WN)). 

On3((wi,... , VW)), the action of (3.1) is given by the following differential operators [ 121 

Qf = -2 c Ditq + i fabc c eij$$ 9 

i i+j 

where 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

In fact, recognizing (3.3) as the Yangian generators of the 512 Calogero-Sutherland-Moser model for coupling 
value A = -1 (see e.g. [ 181) gives an easy proof of the fact that, for k = 1, the generators (3.1) satisfy the 
relations of Y(512) [ 121. 

The analogous expression for k > 1 on the 2-spinon states 

is again given by (3.3)) but now with 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
j#i 

where A 3 A(i) = 3/4( k + 2). Note, in particular, that for k > 1 it is impossible to express (3.3) in terms of 
affine currents. 

The rationale behind (3.3) is as follows. The one-spinon states transform in an irreducible (2-dimensional) 
representation of 512. This representation can be extended to a representation of Y(5Iz), the so-called ‘evaluation 
representation’ [23,24] (the evaluation parameter is given by 2n, where n is the mode of the spinon). This 
gives Eq. (3.3) for N = 1 (one spinon). The action of Y(&) on multi-spinon states is, in principle, given by a 
‘co-multiplication.’ The multi-spinon Fock space is, however, not a direct product of one-spinon Fock spaces but 
is constrained by the generalized commutation relations (2.7) as well as the constraints on the allowed fusion 
channels. The correct co-multiplication is the one that descends to the multi-spinon Fock space, i.e. leaves the 
generalized commutation relations invariant. It is straightforward to show that (3.3) satisfies this property on the 
2-spinon states (3.5). In fact, the improvement term in Di (3.6) simply corresponds to a ‘gauge transformation’ 
[ 18 ] that effectively transforms the generalized commutation relations (2.7) at level k into the ones for k = 1. 
Since the gauge transformation does not affect the commutation relations [ Di, Di] = 0, [ Di, wj 1 = Gij Wi, the 
generators (3.3) again satisfy the relations of Y(512). 
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The commutant of Y(slz) on integrable (&)k modules for level k = 1 contains an infinite set of mutually 
commuting ‘Hamiltonians.’ The first two are explicitly given by 

HI =Lo=~(&+A), 

(3.7) 
i i#j 

where Di and 0, are as in (3.4). Note that (for k = 1) the Calogero-Sutherland-Moser Hamiltonian HZ can 
also be expressed as (see [ 121) 

H2 = dab c mP, Ji . 
m>O 

(3.8) 

For k > 1 it is easily seen that on the 2-spinon states (3.5) the Hamiltonians (3.7), but now with Di given by 
(3.6), are again in the commutant of Y(sl2). 

Although we have not been able to prove this, we expect the Yangian symmetry at k > 1 to generalize to 
multi-spinon states. We are lacking explicit expressions for the Yangian generators on N-spinon states with 
N > 2 (expressions of the form (3.3) will not do), but we have observed that the decomposition of 3 into 
irreducible representations of Y( 512) seems to be completely analogous to the one for level-l, explained in 
[ 131. In particular, it seems that the highest weight vectors of Y(sIz) are given by the fully polarized states, i.e. 
containing only (6+ fields. For generic mode sequences ni, . . . , no, the corresponding (irreducible) Yangian 
representation is 2M dimensional and, as an 512 representation, is isomorphic to the M-fold tensorproduct of the 
spin-$ representation. For sequences ni , . . . , no containing pairs (ai, ni+l) with the minimal possible increment 
as allowed by the rules below (2.10), the corresponding (irreducible) Yangian representation is smaller, namely, 
one has to project onto the symmetric part (e.g. the triplet for M = 2) of the corresponding tensor product of 
doublet representations. 

A new feature, as compared to k = 1, is that in addition to the Yangian we have the action of a Hecke 
algebra on the N-spinon Fock space. Its generators essentially correspond to the exchange of spinons in (3.2) 
by means of the braiding matrices. Clearly, this defines a representation of the Braid group f3~ but, as shown 
in e.g. [ 251, this representation actually factors through the Hecke algebra ?fN (q) for q = exp( 2ri/( k + 2) ) . 

4. Character formulas 

Given the spinon basis (2.10) the computation of the character chr, (z; q) = Tr r, (pz Ji) is now straightfor- 
ward. Consider the states with (M, N) number of (+, -)-spinons. The sum over the spinon modes iii, . . . , AM+N 
contributes the usual factor 

1 
~l%4J(Zlq) = (q)M(q)Nz 

flM--N) 
9 (4.1) 

which, in terms of the total spinon number ml = M + N and isospin j’ = 4 (M - N), can &o be written as 

&,iv(z9q) = 
1 

(4)fm,+j'(4)4ml-j 

zi' 
= & [;$Qj,]zj' 2 SLJZX). 

Here we have introduced, as usual, the q-numbers and q-binomial by 

(4.2) 

N 

(q)N = rI (l -qk) 9 [ 1 
(q)ht 

k=l 
T = (q)N(q)M_N. (4.3) 
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The combinatorics involved in performing the sum over fusion channels of length ml = M+N, with the minimal 
mode sequence nr,en, . . . ,n~+~,mi~, and such that jM+,v = j is formally similar to the combinatorics that we 
used in [ 131 to compute spinon contributions to the Virasoro characters. The only difference, as compared 
to [ 131, is that we are now dealing with a truncated Bratteli diagram (as dictated by the fusion rules). This 
reflects itself in the fact that now there only exists a finite set (m2, . 
[Here, k is the level of (s$$k.] Provided y - 

. . , llzk} labelling the ‘ghost excitations.’ 

j E $0, we find the following contribution 

k 

q-f-M c qf(m:+~+...+m:-m,m*-m*m~_..._mt_,mt) ll iCrni-l + mi+l + ai,*j+*) 

m2r....mt i=2 
mi 

(4.4) 

where the summation is over all odd positive integers for m2j, m2j_2, m2j_4,. . . and over the even positive 
integers for the remaining ones (we set mkfr = 0). Recall that ml (not summed) is the total spinon number. 
For q = 1 the expression (4.4) gives the number of spin-j representations in the ml-fold (truncated) tensor 
product of the spin-i representation of Uq(sI;l) at q = exp( 2ri/( k + 2) ) . 

Let us define for an arbitrary (symmetric) k x k-matrix K and k-vector U, the q-series 

q~(~;~) = c qfm.~.mn [ f((2-KYl..m+u)i] , 
f 

m2,m3,...,nt i/2 

then (4.4) can be written as 

q-t+: @;; (uj; q) , 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

where Ak is the Cartan matrix of the Lie algebra Ak 2 iiLk+ and Uj is the unit vector (nj)i = 8ii,2j+r. 

Combining the ingredients, we have obtained the following expression for the characters of the (sx)k 
integrable modules Lj (j = 0, i, . . . ,i) 

chL, (2, q) = qA(j)-“2 C q-‘(“+N’2QIfk’N(nj; q)SM,N( z; q) . (4.7) 
M,N>O 

For k = 1 this reproduces the result of [5,12,13]. For k > 1 this quasi-particle form of the character, as 
well as the expressions for the string functions [ 261 c$, (q) that can immediately be read off using (4.2)) 

appear to be new. For low level and isospin, we have verified numerically (typically up to 0( q2’) ) that these 
string functions do indeed coincide with the ones in e.g. [ 261. The correctness of the characters (4.7) strongly 
supports the claims made in Sections 2 and 3. 

Sjmilarly, expressions for the generating series qj,j’ (q) of the number of 512 representations of spin j’ in Lj 
can be obtained from (4.7), (4.2) and the identity 

[clj,] - [y_y,_l] =q-+-fCl?~~(ujtiq), 

which follows from the analysis in [ 131. We find 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

This generalizes the result for k = 1 (see Pq. (35) in [ 131) in which case (4.9) corresponds to the irreducible 
Virasoro character chr$ (q), where j = 0,; for j’ integer or halfinteger, respectively. Note that (4.9) coincides 

with the 1 -+ cc limit of the conjectured branching functions for the coset (&;)k @ (sx),/(s&) k+1 in [5] (for 
j = j’ = 0), as it should. 
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5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we have proposed a generalization of the results of [ 131 for level-l s& to higher level. We 
have seen that both the spinon description of the integrable modules as well as the Yangian symmetry are 
likely to pertain at higher levels. In addition to the Yangian symmetry, we have seen the occurrence of a Hecke 
symmetry ‘FIN(q = exp(2rri/k + 2)) on the N-spinon subspace. Using the proposed spinon description of the 
spectrum we have derived new character formulas for the level-k integrable modules. 

From the characters (4.7) it can be seen that the N-spinon subspace naturally factorizes into a ‘Yangian 
part,’ corresponding to SM,N (z ; q), and a ‘Hecke (or RSOS) part,’ corresponding to @zi (uj; q) . A similar 
factorization was observed in the S-matrix for higher level SU(2) WZW-models, as well as in the analysis 
of the TBA for the generalized (i.e. higher sIz representations) integrable XXX spin chain models which, in 
the low energy limit, are known to give rise to higher level SU( 2) WZW-models [ 191. The spinon basis in 
this paper gives a natural explanation of these aforementioned results. An interesting problem that immediately 
comes to mind is whether there exists a corresponding generalization of the Haldane-Shastry model, i.e. a spin 

chain model (with long-range interactions) that has exact Yangian symmetry and gives rise to higher level sx 
in the low energy limit. A natural candidate, obviously, would be to extend the usual Haldane-Shastry model 
with additional ‘local height variables.’ 

Generalization of the results in this paper to (s&)k is, in principle, straightforward. Again we expect to 
find that the Fock space of the primary field in the vector representation of SIN decomposes into a direct sum 
of integrable representations - each integrable representation occurring exactly once - and that the integrable 
representations carry a (fully reducible) representation of Y (E&J) (see [ 271 for level k = 1) , whose action on 
the spinon basis is related to the 51~ Calogero-Sutherland-Moser Yangian. 

In general, i.e. for other Lie algebras g and/or other representations of g as well as for more general 
conformal field theories such as coset models, the situation is more complicated. For instance, for groups 
g other than 51~ the integrable highest weight modules of 5 do not carry a representation of Y(g), simply 
because finite-dimensional irreducible representations of g do, in general, not extend to representations of Y(g) . 
Another, more important, difference is that the Fock spaces corresponding to some chiral primary field in the 
theory do, in general, not decompose into a direct sum of irreducible (integrable) modules. Rather, in terms of 
quasi-particle language, one would say that the corresponding conformal field theory corresponds to a theory 
of quasi-particles with other than purely statistical interactions. 

That these two issues are sometimes closely related can be seen in the following example. Consider g % 50~. 
The spinor representation of 50~ extends to a representation of Y (SON) [ 231. This then defines an action of 
Y (SON) on the one-spinon Fock space of the spinon field of (5$&k, which can presumably be extended to an 
action on the entire spinon Fock space by co-multiplication (as outlined in Section 3). However, for N # 3, this 
Fock space is bigger than just a direct sum of integrable modules. Upon projection to the integrable modules 
this Yangian symmetry gets lost. 
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